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Images from

Northalsted Pride Fest

Pride Fest heated up Boystown on June 16 and 17 with record numbers and high temperatures. Fashion
shows, a variety of vendor booths and talented performers were all part of the fun.
Photos by Jerry Nunn
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Trans ice-cream social;
Furious Spoon;
Taste of Chicago

On June 13, Center on Halsted held its third
annual transgender ice-cream social, a free
event for members of the LGBTQ community—
and, specifically, the trans community. With the
participation of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream, 3657
N. Clark St., the event was meant solely as a
social gathering.
Center on Halsted Director of Transgender
Relations and Community Engagemen Vanessa
Sheridan said, “The whole idea is that it is not
driven by any agenda, this is about community
coming together.
“To me, this is a microcosm of what the world
should be—all ages, all races, all genders ...
people being together, meeting and mingling and
forming a community. It’s fun to be with people
in this space and there is a good mix of different
kinds of people.”
With scoopers Clarissa Worcester and Michele
Perkins serving flavors like Darkest Chocolate,

From Center on Halsted’s annual trans ice-cream social.
Photos by Vern Hester

Salty Caramel and Rainbow Buttermilk Frozen
Yogurt, and with DJ X-tasy providing a mix of
old-school soul mixed with new beats, roughly
150 guests mingled on the Center’s third floor’s
sundeck and foyer.
—Vern Hester
Furious Spoon teams with
Howard Brown Health
In celebration of Pride Month, Furious Spoon
announces the Pride Bowl in partnership with
Howard Brown Health, offering a colorful bowl of
ramen with proceeds benefiting the organization
during all of June.
The rainbow ramen creation, of course,
showcases the LGBTQ flag, paying homage to
Chicago’s community during the celebratory
month.

CHARLIE’S
Taking their positions at a special Pride Fest Boylesque.
Photos by Joseph Stevens Photography

Priced at $15, two dollars from every bowl
will be donated to Howard Brown, which aims
to eliminate the disparities in healthcare
experienced by the LGBTQ community through
research, education and provision of services
promoting health and wellness.
The Pride Bowl is available at most Furious
Spoon locations, including those in Wicker Park,
Logan Square, Pilsen, Andersonville, Evanston
and Lake View. (The smaller Loop location, at
Revival Food Hall, will not have the dish.) For
more information, visit FuriousRamen.com.
Taste of Chicago details
Mayor Rahm Emanuel and the Chicago
Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
(DCASE) announced the lineup of 73 restaurants
that will participate at the 38th Annual Taste of

Chicago—the world’s largest free food festival—
July 11–15 in Grant Park.
Showcasing Chicago’s culinary scene, this
year’s list of 38 five-day vendors, 22 pop-up
restaurants and 13 food trucks will offer Tastegoers more than 300 menu items. Just a few of
the participating businesses include Arun’s Thai
Restaurant, Billy Goat Tavern, Dia De Los Tamales,
Premier Rollin BBQ, Classic Cobbler, Seoul Taco,
Harold’s Chicken, The Fat Shallot, The Lifeway
Kefire Shop and Hakka Bakka Indian Kati Rolls.
Also, there will be nightly concerts at the
Petrillo Music Shell that include Brandi Carlile,
Juanes, yasiin bey & Talib Kweli are Black Star,
The Flaming Lips and George Clinton/Parliament/
Funkadelic. The Bud Light Stage will showcase
local acts.
Visit TasteOfChicago.us.

ROSCOE’S
Dance, dance, dance to Dave Aude and Bimbo Jones.
Photos by Joseph Stevens Photography
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“I will see anything with Chris shirtless in a
field of flowers. Or Chris looking like Jesus in the
rain.”—Channing Tatum’s comments after seeing stills of a shirtless Chris Hemsworth in Bad
Times at the El Royale. To recap, Tatum’s divorcing his wife and lusting after a shirtless Hemsworth. Happy Pride!
Let’s start with a story about Jeff Lewis from
Flipping Out—who I didn’t even know was still
relevant. Jeff and his partner, Gage Edward
(which I’m guessing is his porn name), hired a
surrogate. She signed a contract with Bravo that
allowed them to film her doctor’s appointments.
But she claims the producers surreptitiously
filmed the birth! In the episode, they showed
a blurred image of her vagina, which is enough
for me! What really pissed her off was something
Lewis then said on camera: “If I was a surrogate,
and I had known there was going to be an audience, I probably would have waxed. And that was
the shocking part for Gage. I don’t think Gage
had ever seen a vagina, let alone one that big.”
She’s filed suit, saying the experience has caused
her incredible anguish, self-loathing, contempt
and depression. Lewis responded to the suit, saying, “I guess we won’t be using her again.”
See if you can figure out why the following
headline caught my eye. “Man walked around
Target exposing himself for $20.” Hmmm, what
could it be? This story comes to us courtesy of
the Ocala Star-Banner—of course, it happened in
Florida! The man in question is 21-year-old Richard Kuhn. The lad was at the store with some
friends when they said they’d pay him $20 to
“walk around the store with his genitals out,” according to the publication—so clearly the recession has hit everyone. Reportedly, his penis was
spotted in the home-decor section, the women’s
clothing aisle and the frozen-food section, which
I think speaks quite highly of the lad. The store
got complaints from three different women—
proving once again that women wouldn’t know a
good thing if it hit them in the face.
Summer’s here and the time is right, for dancing with a peach. The soundtrack from last year’s
Call Me By Your Name is about to drop in vinyl
format. But it’s not just a record. The LP is peachcolored and has a peach scent! This limited edition will only be available during Peach Harvest
season—which Wikipedia tells me is late June
through mid-August. So I guess you can get it
now.
We may not have seen the last of Roseanne—
the show, not the comedienne. Sources say that
ABC is working overtime to salvage what was
their biggest hit of the season. The whole plan
hinges on getting Barr to sign a deal that would
give her a one-time payout from the network
and not profit from the new show. It sounds like
Roseanne is open to this option. Since the reboot
primarily focused on the Sara Gilbert character
of Darlene, the natural choice is to re-brand the
show Darlene. However, Gilbert has pushed back
on this idea, saying she’s not interested in the

The soundtrack for Call Me By Your Name will
remind fans of the movie in more ways than
one, Billy says.
responsibility of carrying the show. She also feels
conflicted about usurping the role of matriarch
from Miss Barr. More likely, the show will return
as The Connors.
Way back in 1988, another show jettisoned its
eponymous leading lady. When negotiations with
Valerie Harper stalled, Valerie was rebranded
Valerie’s Family, and her character was killed off;
eventually, it became The Hogan Family. Aside
from the Roseanne situation, this is topical because the idea of a Hogan Family reboot was
recently brought up to Jason Bateman. Here’s a
wacky idea—why not bring back Valerie? Maybe
Mom was in the witness-protection program. Or
had amnesia. You wanna keep Sandy Duncan
around? Fine. Once Valerie returns/regains her
memory, she finds that her husband is dead, and
is consoled by his sister. Bing, bang, boom—Valerie and Sandy are a lesbian couple. I smell a
hit—well, I smell something!
Our “Ask Billy” question comes from Henry
in Boston: “Are you watching The Bachelorette?
What do you think of that male model?”
I think he’s gay—that’s what I think. Of course,
I can’t prove it, but riddle me this—how many
straight men regularly use the word “bitch?”
But here’s what fascinates me—Jordan Kimball
doesn’t stand out in a group of hot guys. And
yet, he keeps talking about being a male model.
As a professional, I’d like to give him some advice. The next time you decide to walk around a
cocktail party in your underwear (been that, done
that, destroyed the video evidence), do a sit-up
or two first! Not that he looks bad, but there’s
nary an ab in sight—especially since in the past
he looked pretty ripped. Either that or he had
some terrific retouchers working overtime on the
photos we’ve posted on BillyMasters.com.
When I’m bitching about a “model,” it’s time
for me to end yet another column. All sorts of
models—in and out of clothes—can be found
onBillyMasters.com—the site that even features
questioning Bachelorette competitors. You can
all write to me at Billy@BillyMasters.com and I
promise to get back to you before Ben & Jerry’s
comes out with a special Peaches & Cream flavor
for the summer! So, until next time, remember:
One man’s filth is another man’s bible.
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